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Revisiting Grooved Ware 2023-11-23 following its appearance arguably in orkney in the 32nd
century cal bc grooved ware soon became widespread across britain and ireland seemingly replacing
earlier pottery styles and being deposited in contexts as varied as simple pits passage tombs
ceremonial timber circles and henge monuments as a result grooved ware lies at the heart of many
ongoing debates concerning social and economic developments at the end of the 4th and during the
first half of the 3rd millennia cal bc stemming from the 2022 neolithic studies group autumn
conference and following on from cleal and macsween s 1999 nsg volume on grooved ware this book
presents a series of papers from researchers specializing in grooved ware pottery and the british
and irish neolithic offering both regional and thematic perspectives on this important ceramic
tradition chapters cover the development of grooved ware in orkney as well as the timing and
nature of its appearance development and subsequent demise in different regions of britain and
ireland in addition thematic papers consider what grooved ware can contribute to understandings
of inter regional interactions during the earlier 3rd millennium cal bc the possible meaning of
grooved ware s decorative motifs and the thorny issue of the validity and significance of the
various grooved ware sub styles the book will be of great value not only to archaeologists and
students with a specific interest in grooved ware pottery but also to those with a more general
interest in the development of the neolithic of britain and ireland
The Role of Anglo-Saxon Great Hall Complexes in Kingdom Formation, in Comparison and in Context
AD 500-750 2020-01-31 this book explores the role of great hall complexes in kingdom formation
through an expansive and ambitious study incorporating new fieldwork new quantitative
methodologies and new theoretical models for the emergence of high status settlements and the
formation and consolidation of supra regional socio political units
トーマス・ハンフリー 2024-02-07 トーマス ハンフリーとは アメリカの経済学者トーマス マクギリブレイ ハンフリーは著名な人物であった 2005 年まで リッチモンド連邦準備銀行の調査
部門で研究顧問および上級エコノミストを務めました さらに 彼は銀行の主力出版物を代表する経済季刊誌の編集者でもありました マクロ経済学 金融経済学 経済理論の歴史の分野はすべて彼の学術論文でカバー
されています マーク ブラウグは彼を 英国で普及している古典金融哲学の 誰もが認めるマスター と呼んだ どのようなメリットがあるのか i 以下に関する洞察 第 1 章 トーマス m ハンフリー
第 2 章 マクロ経済学 第 3 章 インフレ 第 4 章 マネタリズム 第 5 章 ハンフリー ホーキンスの完全雇用法 第 6 章 大恐慌の原因 第 7 章 ローレンス h ホワイト 第 8
章 ジョージ セルギン 第 9 章 現代貨幣理論 第 10 章 デビッド レイドラー 第 11 章 影の公開市場委員会 第 12 章 景気刺激策 経済 第 13 章 マクロ経済思想の歴史 第
14 章 バジル ムーア 第 15 章 新しい新古典派総合 第 16 章 リチャード ティンバーレイク 第 17 章 スコット サムナー 第 18 章 市場マネタリズム 第 19 章 デビッド
i マイゼルマン 第 20 章 マービン グッドフレンド 第 21 章 実質手形主義 この本は誰に向けたものなのか 専門家 学部生 大学院生 愛好家 趣味人 トーマス ハンフリーに関する基本的な
知識や情報を超えて知りたい人
The Nature of the Page 2019-12-27 an innovative study of books and reading that focuses on
papermaking in the renaissance in the nature of the page joshua calhoun tells the story of
handmade paper in renaissance england and beyond for most of the history of printing paper was
made primarily from recycled rags so this is a story about using old clothes to tell new stories
about plants used to make clothes and about plants that frustrated papermakers best attempts to
replace scarce natural resources with abundant ones because plants like humans are susceptible to
the ravages of time it is also a story of corruption and the hope that we can preserve the things
we love from decay combining environmental and bibliographical research with deft literary
analysis calhoun reveals how much we have left to discover in familiar texts he describes the
transformation of plant material into a sheet of paper details how ecological availability or
scarcity influenced literary output in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and examines the
impact of the various colors and qualities of paper on early modern reading practices through a
discussion of sizing the mixture used to coat the surface of paper so that ink would not blot
into its fibers he reveals a surprising textual interaction between animals and readers he shows
how we might read an indistinct stain on the page of an early modern book to better understand
the mixed media surfaces on which readers writers and printers recorded and revised history
lastly calhoun considers how early modern writers imagined paper decay and how modern scholars
grapple with biodeterioration today exploring the poetic interplay between human ideas and the
plant animal and mineral forms through which they are mediated the nature of the page prompts
readers to reconsider the role of the natural world in everything from old books to new
smartphones
Honest Answers about the Murder of President John F. Kennedy 2021-03-19 thousands of books and
articles have been written about the murder of jfk many of which are large in volume and short on
facts quite often these works try to reinvent the wheel attempting to cover every single area of
the assassination as well as many tangential and unessential points as well the reader is often
left exhausted and confused the sheer volume of pages conflicting facts and theories leaves one
unsatisfied and quite frankly not sure exactly what did happen on 11 22 63 this book seeks to
separate the wheat from the chaff it is 55 plus years later it is time for real honest answers in
an easy to read and understand format proof of a conspiracy no theories to the point a
perspective on the assassination for the millennial age and beyond based on years decades of
primary source research and having read countless books on the subject
Digital Image Systems 2020-01-31 in digital image systems claus gunti examines the antagonizing
reactions to digital technologies in photography while thomas ruff andreas gursky and jörg sasse
have gradually adopted digital imaging tools in the early 1990s other photographers from the
düsseldorf school have remained faithful to film based technologies by evaluating the aesthetic
and discursive preconditions of this situation and by extensively analyzing the digital work of
these three photographers this book shows that the digital turn in photography was anticipated by
the conceptualization of images within systems and thus offers new perspectives for understanding
the digital revolution
Miller's Antiques Handbook & Price Guide 2018-2019 2017-09-21 miller s antiques price guide has
long been the market leader offering not just prices but informed tips miller s is arguably the
only price guide you will ever need antiques magazine miller s antiques handbook price guide
remains the essential and trusted guide to the antiques market it has earned the reputation of
being the book no dealer collector or auctioneer should be without it is compiled by judith
miller world renowned antiques expert and co founder of the book who selects the guide s 8000
plus featured antiques comprehensive sections cover ceramics furniture glass silver and



metalwares jewellery and objets de vertu clocks and watches books oriental antiques textiles toys
decorative arts and modern classics special features explain why one piece is worth more than
another show how to value an item and teach you to be your own valuer biographies of designers
and factories give the background information you need to help date and value objects while
special judith picks sections give fascinating background and valuation details for particularly
interesting or unusual objects
Unleashing the Work of God 2019-11-07 are we methodists ready for the work of god to be unleashed
are we ready for methodism to be the catalyst of yet another new pentecost god has decisively
acted in christ and christ says do this therefore there is only one real answer since not ready
is not a valid response for united methodism to be revived there can be no more such excuses
christ showed us his presence and power through constant word and sacrament praxis during the
time of the acts 2 church christ then again showed us his same divine presence and power through
constant word and sacrament praxis during the methodist evangelical revival we have now been
given two millennia to view this work of god we methodists were born of this work of god how much
more being made ready to unleash it do we require
The Public Company Transformed 2018-09-28 for decades the public company has played a dominant
role in the american economy since the middle of the 20th century the nature of the public
company has changed considerably the transformation has been a fascinating one marked by scandals
political controversy wide swings in investor and public sentiment mismanagement entrepreneurial
verve noisy corporate raiders and various other larger than life personalities nevertheless
amidst a voluminous literature on corporations a systematic historical analysis of the changes
that have occurred is lacking the public company transformed correspondingly analyzes how the
public company has been recast from the mid 20th century through to the present day with
particular emphasis on senior corporate executives and the constraints affecting the choices
available to them the chronological point of departure is the managerial capitalism era which
prevailed in large american corporations following world war ii the book explores managerial
capitalism s rise its 1950s and 1960s heyday and its fall in the 1970s and 1980s it describes the
american public companies and executives that enjoyed prosperity during the 1990s and the
reversal of fortunes in the 2000s precipitated by corporate scandals and the financial crisis of
2008 the book also considers the regulation of public companies in detail and discusses
developments in shareholder activism company boards chief executives and concerns about oligopoly
the volume concludes by offering conjectures on the future of the public corporation and suggests
that predictions of the demise of the public company have been exaggerated
The Alignment Problem: Machine Learning and Human Values 2020-10-06 a jaw dropping exploration of
everything that goes wrong when we build ai systems and the movement to fix them today s machine
learning systems trained by data are so effective that we ve invited them to see and hear for us
and to make decisions on our behalf but alarm bells are ringing recent years have seen an
eruption of concern as the field of machine learning advances when the systems we attempt to
teach will not in the end do what we want or what we expect ethical and potentially existential
risks emerge researchers call this the alignment problem systems cull résumés until years later
we discover that they have inherent gender biases algorithms decide bail and parole and appear to
assess black and white defendants differently we can no longer assume that our mortgage
application or even our medical tests will be seen by human eyes and as autonomous vehicles share
our streets we are increasingly putting our lives in their hands the mathematical and
computational models driving these changes range in complexity from something that can fit on a
spreadsheet to a complex system that might credibly be called artificial intelligence they are
steadily replacing both human judgment and explicitly programmed software in best selling author
brian christian s riveting account we meet the alignment problem s first responders and learn
their ambitious plan to solve it before our hands are completely off the wheel in a masterful
blend of history and on the ground reporting christian traces the explosive growth in the field
of machine learning and surveys its current sprawling frontier readers encounter a discipline
finding its legs amid exhilarating and sometimes terrifying progress whether they and we succeed
or fail in solving the alignment problem will be a defining human story the alignment problem
offers an unflinching reckoning with humanity s biases and blind spots our own unstated
assumptions and often contradictory goals a dazzlingly interdisciplinary work it takes a hard
look not only at our technology but at our culture and finds a story by turns harrowing and
hopeful
SPS2020 2020-12-24 knowledge intensive product realization implies embedded intelligence meaning
that if both theoretical and practical knowledge and understanding of a subject is integrated
into the design and production processes of products this will significantly increase added value
this book presents papers accepted for the 9th swedish production symposium sps2020 hosted by the
school of engineering jönköping university sweden and held online on 7 8 october 2020 because of
restrictions due to the corona virus pandemic the subtitle of the conference was knowledge
intensive product realization in co operation for future sustainable competitiveness the book
contains the 57 papers accepted for presentation at the conference and these are divided into
nine sections which reflect the topics covered resource efficient production flexible production
virtual production development humans in production systems circular production systems and
maintenance integrated product and production development advanced and optimized components
materials and manufacturing digitalization for smart products and services and responsive and
efficient operations and supply chains in addition the book presents five special sessions from
the symposium development of changeable and reconfigurable production systems smart production
system design and development supply chain relocation management of manufacturing digitalization
and additive manufacturing in the production system the book will be of interest to all those
working in the field of knowledge intensive product realization
Register of voters for the southern division of the county of Durham, 1868-9, and poll taken 23
Nov., 1868 1869 corporate governance for public companies in the united states today is a fragile



balance between shareholders board members and ceos shareholders who are focused on profits put
pressure on boards who are accountable for operations and profitability boards in turn pressure
ceos who must answer to the board while building their own larger vision and strategy for the
future of the company in order for this structure to be successful in the long term it is
imperative that boards and ceos come to understand each other s roles and how best to work
together drawing on four decades of experience advising boards and ceos on how to do just that
thomas a cole offers in ceo leadership a straightforward and accessible guide to navigating
corporate governance today he explores the recurring question of whose benefit a corporation
should be governed for along with related matters of corporate social responsibility and he
explains the role of laws market forces and politics and their influence on the governance of
public companies for corporate directors he provides a comprehensive examination of the roles
responsibilities and accountability the role entails while also offering guidance on how to be as
effective as possible in addressing both routine corporate matters and special situations such as
mergers and acquisitions succession and corporate crises in addition he offers practical
suggestions for ceos on leadership and their interactions with boards and shareholders cole also
mounts a compelling case that a corporate culture that celebrates diversity and inclusion and has
zero tolerance for sexual misconduct is critical to long term business success filled with
vignettes from cole s many years of experience in the board room and c suite ceo leadership is an
invaluable resource for current and prospective directors ceos and other senior officers of
public companies as well as the next generation of corporate leaders and their business and
financial advisors
CEO Leadership 2019-11-20 plant cell walls have been relevant for human survival throughout
evolution from cell walls recognised as an essential ingredient in human and livestock nutrition
to their use in energy generation construction tool making paper and clothing this plant
generated material is at the centre of a myriad of human activities and it represents the world s
most abundant natural resource for fuel fibre food and fodder plant cell walls research
milestones and conceptual insights provides an overview of the key discoveries of hundreds of
years of plant cell wall research with chapter contributions from prominent scientists in the
cell wall field this book provides a comprehensive treatment of plant cell wall research
accompanied by a historical overview to illustrate how concepts have evolved and how progress has
been enabled by emerging technological advances plant cell walls research milestones and
conceptual insights elaborates on the translation of research to application in biotechnology and
agriculture and highlights its relevance for climate change mitigation and adaptation it will be
a key resource for plant cell biologists biochemists and geneticists
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1977 paul thomas chronicles a multi level reception
study of the bible at both the creation museum and the ark encounter in kentucky usa thomas
explores the commercial presentation of biblical narratives and the reception of those narratives
by the patrons of each attraction focusing upon three topics what do young creationists believe
how they interpret their beliefs from the bible and what is the user experience at the museums
the volume begins by explaining how answers in genesis aig use bible passages to support young
earth creationist arguments allowing for the chance to consider the bible via physical means
thomas then examines how the creation museum and the ark encounter visitors receive the bible as
presented by aig and how this presentation informs visitors understanding of the text exploring
concepts such as the most prominent displays of the two attractions the larger context of museums
and theme parks and the case studies of the methuselah display and the noah interview he
concludes with the summary of the user experience generated by the attractions analyzing the
degree to which patrons accept negotiate or resist the interpretation of the bible offered by aig
Plant Cell Walls 2023-12-22 an informed argument for an economic policy based on bridges of
preparation and adaptation rather than walls of protection and exclusion when technological
change and globalization in recent decades brought frustration over the resulting losses to jobs
and communities there were no guardrails to get these workers back on track as this compelling
book shows our nation is going to need bridges to help people get through the unavoidable
transformations edmund phelps 2006 nobel laureate in economics and author of mass flourishing
free market economists often have noted that there are winners and losers in a competitive
capitalist world the question of how to deal with the difficult real life consequences faced by
the losers however has largely been ignored populist politicians have tried repeatedly to address
the issue by creating walls of both the physical and economic kinds to insulate communities and
keep competition at bay while recognizing the broad emotional appeal of walls economist glenn
hubbard argues that because they delay needed adaptations to the ever changing world walls are
essentially backward looking and ultimately destined to fail taking adam smith s logic to
youngstown ohio as a case study in economic disruption hubbard promotes the benefits of an open
economy and creating bridges to support people in turbulent times so that they remain engaged and
prepared to participate in and reap the rewards of a new economic landscape
Storytelling the Bible at the Creation Museum, Ark Encounter, and Museum of the Bible 2020-04-16
the rise of a populist conservative nationalism in the united states has triggered unease at home
and abroad riding the populist wave donald trump achieved the presidency advocating a hardline
nationalist approach yet critics frequently misunderstand the trump administration s foreign
policy along with american nationalism in age of iron leading authority on republican foreign
policy colin dueck demonstrates that conservative nationalism is the oldest democratic tradition
in us foreign relations designed to preserve self government conservative nationalism can be
compatible with engagement overseas but 21st century diplomatic economic and military
frustrations led to the resurgence of a version that emphasizes us material interests no longer
should the us allow its allies to free ride and nor should it surrender its sovereignty to global
governance institutions because this return is based upon forces larger than trump it is unlikely
to disappear when he leaves office age of iron describes the shifting coalitions over the past
century among foreign policy factions within the republican party and shows how trump upended



them starting in 2015 16 dueck offers a balanced summary and assessment of president trump s
foreign policy approach analyzing its strengths and weaknesses he also describes the current
interaction of conservative public opinion and presidential foreign policy leadership in the
broader context of political populism finally he makes the case for a forward leaning realism
based upon the understanding that the us is entering a protracted period of geopolitical
competition with other major powers the result is a book that captures the past present and
possibly future of conservative foreign policy nationalism in the us
Report 1889 latin america is a megadiverse territory hosting several hotspots of plant diversity
and many types of forest biomes ecosystems and climate types from tropical rainforest to semi
arid woodlands this combination of diverse forests and climates generates multiple responses to
ecological changes affecting the structure and functioning of forest ecosystems recently there
have been major efforts to improve our understanding of such impacts on ecosystems processes
however there is a dearth of studies focused on latin american forest ecosystems that could
provide novel insights into the patterns and mechanisms of ecological processes in response to
environmental stress the abundance of new world tree species with dendrochronological potential
constitutes an ideal opportunity to improve the ecological state of knowledge regarding these
diverse forest types which are often threatened by several impacts such as logging or conversion
to agricultural lands thus detailed information on the dendroecology of these species will
improve our understanding of forests in the face of global change accordingly this book
identifies numerous relevant ecological processes and scales ranging from tree species to
populations and communities and from both dendrochronological and dendroecological perspectives
it offers a valuable reference guide for the exploration of long term ecological interactions
between trees and their environmental conditions and will foster further research and
international projects on the continent and elsewhere
The Wall and the Bridge 2022-01-04 トーマス パヴィットは それまで誰も見たことがないようなパズルを数多く生み出してきました 彼の代表作 1000 dot to
dot や querkles は各国で何百万部も印刷され クリエイティブなパズル ファンが熱狂する世界的ベストセラーになっています スパイログリフィクスは彼がこれまで開発したどのパズルよりも さ
らに驚くべきものです 一見すると何の変哲もない大きな渦巻きのようですが ラインを塗りつぶしていくと 驚くほど魅力的なミュージックヒーロー達の肖像が現れます 色を塗る楽しさと目で見る美しさを兼ね備
えたスパイログリフィクスは 驚きの体験と あなたの部屋を飾るとっておきのアートワークをもたらしてくれます
Age of Iron 2019-09-23 this book is a printed edition of the special issue plant mitochondria
that was published in ijms
California Lawyers 2000-07 fundamentals of children and young people s anatomy and physiology
contains the critical knowledge required to provide safe and effective care to young people
emphasising the application of evidence based theory to practice this comprehensive yet
accessible textbook helps nursing and healthcare students understand how children s anatomical
and physiological systems influence disease processes and treatment options differently than in
adults highly visual succinct yet comprehensive this textbook presents an overview of the
structure and function of each body system supported by clinical applications demonstrating how
the concepts relate to nursing in practice fully revised to reflect the future nurse curriculum
standards this second edition contains a new chapter on physical growth and development
discussion of social political and environmental impacts to children s health and wellbeing
updated problems and activities and more each chapter includes a range of effective pedagogical
tools such as learning objectives clinical considerations body maps and self assessment questions
designed to prepare students for their careers in delivering high quality care for children in a
range of settings this leading textbook provides information on the anatomical and physiological
changes that leads to an altered state of health emphasises clinical application throughout
applying the anatomy and physiology to common health conditions in children offers a structured
and comprehensive approach to child related anatomy and physiology theory to prepare students for
practice fundamentals of children and young people s anatomy and physiology is essential reading
for nursing and healthcare students and a useful reference for nurses nursing associates
healthcare assistants assistant practitioners and other professionals working in the field all
content is reviewed by students for students if you would like to be one of our student reviewers
go to reviewnursingbooks com to find out more
Trow's New York City Directory 1878 nature thou art my goddess edmund s bold assertion in king
lear could easily inspire and at the same time function as a lamentation of the inadequate
respect of nature in culture in this volume international experts provide multidisciplinary
exploration of the insubordinate representations of nature in modern and contemporary literature
and art the work foregrounds the need to reassess how nature is already and has been for a while
striking back against human domination from the perspective of literary studies art history media
studies ethics and philosophy and ethnology and anthropology avenging nature highlights the need
of assessing insurgent discourses that converging with counter discourses of race gender or class
realize the empowerment of nature from its subaltern position acknowledging the argument that
cultural representations of nature establish a relationship of domination and exploitation of
human discourse over nonhuman reality and that in consequence our regard for nature as humanist
critics is instrumental and anthropocentric the present volume advocates for the view that the
time has come to finally perceive nature s vengeance and to critically probe into nature s
ongoing revenge against the exploitation of culture
Latin American Dendroecology 2020-03-14 for most people the term root cellar evokes an image of a
brick or stone masonry subterranean structure tunneled into a hillside these classic root cellars
are only one of a number of different types of structures used to preserve root crops vegetables
and fruits over the past 400 years the other structures include subfloor pits cooling pits house
cellars barn cellars field root pits trenches and root houses root cellars in america provides a
history of all the structures discusses their design principles and details how they were
constructed the text is accompanied by period illustrations from the agricultural literature
along with archaeological photographs there has been a long standing debate whether the stone
slab roof and corbelled beehive shaped subterranean structures in northeastern united states are
root cellars or native american ceremonial stone chambers new research indicates some are root



cellars and some are ceremonial chambers the third edition has a new chapter exploring this topic
detailed guidance is provided on how to distinguish the two from each other based on differences
in their architectural traits
Learning English Incidentally 1937 on point historical photographs combined with strong narration
bring the story of the berlin wall to life kids will learn about the partition of berlin after
wwii the cold war tensions between the us and the ussr that led to the building of the wall and
the anti communist pressures that led it to fall the fall of the wall would become a symbol of
democracy and freedom readers will understand the significance behind this event through text and
clips of the event itself via the capstone 4d augmented reality app
驚きのパズル・アートスパイログリフィクス永遠のミュージックヒーロー 2018-06-26 traditionally the reformation has been viewed as
responsible for the rupture of the medieval order and the foundation of modern society recently
historians have challenged the stereotypical model of cataclysm and demonstrated that the
religion of tudor england was full of both continuities and adaptations of traditional liturgy
ritual and devoti
D&B Reference Book of Corporate Managements 1997 extensively updated and expanded to reflect the
evolving landscape of online crime this fourth edition of cybercrime and society is a
comprehensive and accessible introduction to this complex and fascinating topic but just what are
cybercrimes and who are the cybercriminals you will learn how the internet and communication
technologies present new challenges to individual and collective safety social order and
stability economic prosperity and political liberty from hacktivism and digital disobedience to
online harassment and sexual exploitation cybercrime and society is the definitive book for
undergraduate and postgraduate students studying modules in cybercrime and cybersecurity the
fourth edition covers new and contemporary issues such as ai and preventative approaches to
counter cybercrimes and also includes two new chapters online falsehoods provides coverage of
fake news disinformation and conspiracies each of which have rapidly become a major online
problem with significant consequences illegal goods and illicit markets combines discussion of
issues such as the trade in prohibited goods online and via crypto markets with discussion of
piracy and copyright crime in addition to the extensive updating and expansion of the topics
covered in the 2019 edition all kinds of new developments are introduced and assessed new case
studies and examples are presented and the international scope and coverage of the book has been
further expanded with treatment of the canadian and australian contexts being given greater
consideration majid yar is professor emeritus of criminology at lancaster university kevin f
steinmetz is a professor of criminology at kansas state university
Precision Medicine in Chronic Inflammation 2021-11-09 an exploration of how the ancient maya
engaged with their history by using altering and burying stone sculptures for the ancient maya
monumental stone sculptures were infused with agency as they were used reused altered and buried
such sculptures retained ceremonial meaning in memory in fragments megan e o neil explores how
ancient maya people engaged with history through these sculptures as well as how they interacted
with the stones themselves over the course of the sculptures long lives considering maya
religious practices historiography and conceptions of materials and things o neil explores how
maya viewers perceived sculptures that were fragmented scarred burned damaged by enemies or set
in unusual locations in each case she demonstrates how different human interactions amid dynamic
religious political and historical contexts led to new episodes in the sculptures lives a rare
example of cross temporal and geographical work in this field memory in fragments both compares
sculptures within ancient maya culture across honduras guatemala mexico and belize over hundreds
of years and reveals how memory may accrue around and be evoked in material remains
Plant Mitochondria 2019-02-19 this book responds to a growing interest in death dying and the
dead within and beyond the field of death studies the collection defines an understanding of
difficult death and examines the differences between death dying and the dead as well as
exploring the ethical challenges of researching death in mediated form the collection is
attendant to the ways in which difficult deaths are imbricated in power structures both before
and after they become mediatised in culture as such the work navigates the many political and
social complexities and inequalities what might be deemed the difficulties of death dying and the
dead the book seeks to expand understandings of the difficulty of death in media and culture
through a wide range of chapters from different contexts focused on literature film television
and in online environments as well as several chapters examining news reportage of difficult
deaths
Hutchinson's Washington and Georgetown Directory 1912
Fundamentals of Children and Young People's Anatomy and Physiology 2021-07-06
The National Bankruptcy Register 1869
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